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Abstract
Imaging XPS has been available on commercial XPS instruments since the 1990’s, however its exploitation in the elucidation of surface chemistry has been minimal due to historical limitations in spatial resolution and acquisition times. Major developments in both instrumentation and multivariate data analysis techniques have improved greatly on all these aspects and herein a range of imaging analysis to illustrate the power of XPS imaging to a diverse range of industrial sectors is presented.

Introduction
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is well established as one of the most powerful, yet easy to access surface analytical techniques [1]. However, despite major advances in spectrometer design and application, the use of imaging XPS as a technique for problem solving surface phenomena is often overlooked.

Rationally, XPS imaging is an extension to small area XPS [2, 3], whereby a map or image of the surface is produced, with X-Y coordinates revealing the elemental distribution and therefore chemical state of the samples surface. The first true commercialised foray in to XPS imaging, affording a spatially resolved X-Y image, was that by VG Scientific with their ESCASCOPE instrument [4, 5]. Here, an extra lens was placed at the analyser entrance slit to convert X-Y data into angular information and a second placed before an imaging detector which converted the data, via Fourier-transform, to an energy filtered X-Y image. Despite the limited count rate at the time, this was the first example of a true parallel imaging system. Perhaps the oversight in the application of imaging XPS is undoubtedly due in part to these historically long data acquisition times and also limited spatial resolution [6]. Additionally, this also means that expertise in handling and interpretation of such image data in the XPS community is generally deficient.

Such issues are actively being addressed by instrument manufacturers, with the latter also being addressed by independent software developers [7, 8].
The Basics of XPS Imaging

Typically, different instrument manufactures have a preferred way of obtaining images for XPS analysis with spatial information; these include (a) localisation of the incident x-ray probe, through micro-focussing, (b) limiting the analysis area, or, (c) application of array detectors with imaging optics.

These approaches can themselves be divided into two broad classifications, specifically i) serial imaging and ii) parallel imaging, which are considered below:

i) Serial Imaging

In serial imaging, maps of the surface are constructed by collecting the data point-by-point, with synchronous pixel-by-pixel reconstruction of the image. This can be achieved by:

- Movement of the sample stage with the X-ray focal point fixed
- Scanning a focused X-ray probe across the area of surface (Probe Defined)
- Control of the area for electron emission (Lens Defined)

The first of these modes can be readily applied when imaging over relatively large areas is required (such as several square millimetres), since the stage can be rapidly moved whilst continuously collecting the emitted electrons. The second, so-called probe-defined method takes monochromated X-rays and scans the surface by rastering the electron beam used to generate the x-rays over the anode surface and thorough synchronisation of the raster area with the detection timings, an image is produced. Finally, the lens-defined mode is optimally used when relatively large areas are required. Here, the area over which the electrons are collected from is controlled by means of an area defining aperture and transfer lens. The required area is then achieved by variation of the voltages on deflector plates within the transfer lens system.

For these cases, using an array of detectors such as a channelplate detector, or a bank of channeltrons, allows the possibility for increasing the overall sensitivity of the technique through summation of neighbouring energy channels/detectors. Systems employing these methods include Thermo Scientific’s Theta-Probe, K-Alpha and Nexsa series and the PHI Quantera SXM. The Thermo Scientific K-Alpha+ spectrometer for example, allows imaging over small areas by changing the spot size of the X-ray probe, by means of a microfocused monochromator from 400 µm down to 30 µm (in 5 µm steps), with the latest Nexsa system allowing imaging down to 10 µm also. In such imaging modes, the microfocused beam is rastered across the sample by rapid stage movements, yielding a x20 increase in imaging speeds when compared to traditional mapping techniques and with a variable field of view (FoV) from 0.5 mm² up to 3 mm², with full spectra acquired at each pixel.
ii) Parallel Imaging

In recent years, parallel imaging has increased in popularity for the construction of elemental maps and chemical speciation of surfaces. In this mode, electrons are collected from the whole FoV without the area defining methods discussed for serial imaging.

Briefly, such imaging is achieved by the electrostatic projection of the photoelectrons within a pre-selected energy range from the sample’s surface through the analyser to a 2D-detector. In such analysis, a concentric hemispherical analyser (CHA) or spherical mirror analyser (SMA) energy analyser may be used, although Kratos in their Axis range of instruments, contain both a CHA and SMA, the former used for spectroscopy and the latter for parallel imaging [9-11].

Advantages over this approach relative to the serial acquisition are improvements in spatial resolution, with values <5 µm possible and greatly improved image collection times without loss of sensitivity – a 256 x 256 pixel image can be recorded in seconds [9, 12]. Such speed increases allow for routine ‘imaging stitching’; a combination of parallel imaging with automated stage movements affording the acquisition of high spatial resolution images over areas of several square millimetres.

Of notable mention here are photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) systems, such as the NanoESCA from Omicron. Such systems yield an unparalleled lateral resolution of 650 nm (0.65 µm) in a standard laboratory environment, although the high electric field generated between the sample and the cathode lens system used, limits the use for insulating samples [13-15].

Regardless of the acquisition method, it is evident that intensity changes in an image should reflect a change in the chemical composition of the surface under study. However, care must always be taken, especially for rough surfaces, as deviations in the image contrast can be influenced by changes in the elemental or chemical composition and the topography of the surface. Such topographical changes may cause x-ray ‘shadowing’ which prevents or minimises photoelectron emission, therefore photoelectron intensities from such shadowed areas will be much lower; such phenomena has been discussed in detail by Artyushkova and Fulgham [16] and the interested reader is directed to their work for further information.

With XPS imaging, ultimately, the need to also look at conventional XP spectra may remain, although whether this is done at the time of image acquisition, or later by reconstruction of XPS data from the image data, is perhaps at the discretion and confidence of the analyst.

Herein, whilst some of the systems discussed are relatively simple, these have been purposely chosen to demonstrate the power and advantages in XPS image acquisition in respect of potential industrial areas of use. It is therefore hoped the realisation of the strengths of imaging XPS will allow for greater consideration and adoption in a wide range of industries.

All original data presented in this paper was acquired using a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer or a Thermo K-Alpha+ spectrometer operating in one of modes discussed.
Developments in XPS Imaging

Quantitative Spectroscopic Imaging (Spectromicroscopy)

Prior to the development of delay-line detectors, XPS imaging did not provide any quantitative information [9]. Since such developments, over the last decade or so, development of traceable and quantitative analysis methods for XPS image analysis have been reported [9, 17-19]. However, XPS spectrum image data sets acquired using standard laboratory spectrometers tend to have inherently poor signal-to-noise, and therefore require the use of multivariate analytical techniques to achieve data scaling and avoid prohibitively long acquisition times [19-24].

The vast improvements made in data acquisition allow for larger, more complex data sets to be recorded and analysed, with spectra reconstructed from such image data sets. As illustrated in figure 1, for such experiments, spectroscopic regions are defined and recorded so that they include the elements of interest and the intensity of each pixel (or more commonly a group of pixels in a given area) is plotted as a function of binding energy. This ultimately achieves small spot XPS analysis from multiple areas of an image, with the possibility of the generation of spectra from much smaller areas than is typically possible using the more common small-spot area data acquisition.

Through the generation of such spectra-at-pixel, standard spectroscopic data processing techniques can be applied for each spectrum. Problematically, the short acquisition times lead to very poor signal to noise ratios for a spectrum from a single pixel, however, the large datasets generated are suitable for multivariate analysis which can be used to gain significant improvement in signal to noise and further information on the underlying surface chemistry [7, 19, 20, 22, 24]; the examples which follow highlight such analysis.

![Figure 1. Schematic of obtaining spectra from images through multivariate analysis via principal component analysis (PCA) for noise reduction. It is possible to use the abstract factors (AF) from the image dataset to reconstruct a spectrum with enhanced signal-to-noise.](image-url)
Applications of XPS Imaging

The wealth of technologies in which an understanding of the surface chemistry is paramount, is ever increasing, and the complexities of these surfaces, be it through judicial design or modification, often result in patterned surfaces well suited for imaging [25]. Whilst 20 years ago, the applicability of imaging XPS may have been limited to samples with visible and significant heterogeneity of the surface, developments made both for systems and data processing allow for the analysis and interpretation of much smaller features.

XPS imaging has therefore understandably found application in the areas of oxidation, corrosion and magnetism [26-30], surface binding and diffusion [31, 32], polymer surface chemistry [27, 33-35] and geological applications [36]. What follows are examples of different applications where imaging XPS has been successfully applied to industrially relevant situations.

1. Biological Arrays

One powerful feature of imaging XPS is the ability to perform both elemental and chemical state imaging to map the localisation of a given moiety. This may be achieved through imaging of the binding energy corresponding to a unique element or chemically distinct fragment (e.g. C-F bonds, ca. 290 eV), which itself is sufficiently shifted from the elemental backbone (e.g. C-C bonds, ca. 285 eV), of the molecule [35]. Diverse examples of such imaging can be found in the literature, which include, medical textiles [37], atmospheric particulates [38] and the lignin content of wood and its derivatives [39].

Such analysis can readily be applied to biological applications. Figure 2 shows a series of simple “peak – background” images, which have been normalised by elemental sensitivities [7], for a cross-coupling microarray used by a pharmaceutical company interested in biosensing applications. Briefly these systems comprise of a regular array of Au spots printed on a glass substrate, which are subsequently propagated with an organic species to facilitate reaction; examples of this type of array and analysis can be seen in ref [40], or similar analysis for DNA microarrays in ref [41].
Clear from the scaled images in figure 2, and more so in the overlay image, is the localisation of nitrogen with the Au which indicates successful anchoring to the Au and a C-C containing species around the periphery of the Au particles, which are discretely grouped, suggesting that steric effects are forcing the direction of the carbon moiety. It is worth noting, that the N(1s) signal is not from a species directly bound to the Au, but is part of a ‘N(O)-C-S’ containing chain. The reason for the judicial analysis of the N(1s) signal over that of sulphur was two-fold; firstly, the N(1s) signal was chemically shifted (ca. 405 eV) from that of other amine-like nitrogen present (ca. 400 eV) and secondly, the strong Si background signal precluded sufficient analysis of the sulphur and thus and allowed quick identification of the anchoring over a wider FoV than conventionally acquired spectra.

Such analysis whilst rapid, has some limitations. For example, as for conventional XP spectroscopy, the accuracy in quantification of atomic concentrations is subject to the availability of relative sensitivity factors (RSF) for the measured intensities used for the maps; therefore, any reported atomic concentrations will only be as good as the RSF’s used. However, this does not detract from the qualitative nature of the images, since normalisation of each image to the total image intensity removes artefacts from the computed images.
2. Failure Analysis and Corrosion

One of the greatest issues industry faces is the failure of manufactured parts, which is typically caused by oxidation or corrosion [28, 42]. Imaging XPS has been successfully applied to many systems, including adhesive joint failure [43], pitting corrosion in Inconel [26], Ni-Cr-Mo alloys [44] and the analysis of contaminated channelplates [45]. In some cases, the thickness of oxide islands has been observed [7, 29].

The following example focuses on failure of a printed circuit board (PCB). Although the complexity of PCB’s has changed considerably over time – for example a greater component density and more direct surface mounted components – the causes of failure are still relatively common; specifically, corrosion, broken contacts and tracks, cold-solder joints, misaligned components and surface residue contamination.

In the presented case, failures were occurring on the contact pads, where components were detaching from them; the pads themselves comprised of a conventional copper-nickel stack with a gold capping layer, approximately 0.1 µm (100 nm) thick.

Figure 3 shows selected quantified images for one of the affected PCB solder pads. The Sn of the solder is clear, but signals for Cu and Ni are clearly surprising, given the expected thickness of Au on the top of these pads.

![Figure 3. Quantified XPS image spectra (FoV ca. 900 µm²) for the elements Sn, Cl, Au, Cu and Ni which were identified from initial 700x300 µm large area spectroscopy survey analysis.](image)

Taken with the evidence of poor Au coverage and the presence of chlorine, it suggests a corrosive agent has etched the metallic stack. This can be confirmed by another strength of the developments in processing of XPS image data; the ability to categorise regions by a false
colour image and sum spectra according to colour classification after PCA reduction has been applied [7, 22, 46] and shown in figure 4.

![False colour image and spectra](image)

**Figure 4.** (a) False colour image of (b) showing one of the imaged PCB contact points and neighbouring PCB, (c) Cu(2p), (d) Sn(3d) and (e) Au(4f) reconstructed spectra from the processed image data. The numbers correspond to the different areas of interest as shown in the spectra. The observed striations in the image are due to the delay line detector.

From the reconstructed spectra shown in figure 4(c) – (e) it is evident that the underlying chemical states varying in each distinct area. Since conventional XPS analysis is an averaging technique, the points selected for analysis would reveal different chemistries (or at least an average of the surface chemical gradient) and possibly lead to an erroneous, or at best partial, conclusion for the root cause of failure. To complement any conclusions, a logical extension to the analysis of image data, such as those shown in figures 3 and 4, is the ability to partition fitted spectral data so that distinct binding energies (hence chemical states for the same element) can be readily observed [7].

As an illustration, figure 5 shows the same PCB, where the Sn(3d) image data has been partitioned into two chemical states for Sn(0) (figure 5a) and Sn(II) (figure 5b). A complete analysis would also partition differences in any of the other elemental chemical states, such as Au(0) and Au-Cl states.
Figure 5. Sn(3d) image data for (a) Sn(0) (binding energy 485.2 eV), (b) Sn(II) (binding energy 486.6 eV), (c) overlay of the two chemical states showing some overlap between the Sn states and (d) one of the curve fits obtained from pixel spectra used to generate the chemical state images; note the spectra are uncalibrated.

As already stated, these conclusions could be obtained by several small-spot XPS analysis. However, the greater FoV afforded by imaging, together with the direct visualisation of the elements, removes the need for judicial pre-selection of analysis areas; indeed, rapid parallel imaging can facilitate the identification of areas for small-spot XPS analysis, especially over larger areas.

3. Catalysis

Industrially, the use of catalysis has been evident since the simple systems of the 18th century [47] and, as technology has improved, the evolution of catalysts into more complex, multicomponent materials has expanded since the turn of the 20th century [48]. Since catalytic processes occur on the surface of the catalyst, an understanding of the surface chemistry, activity and behaviour of a catalyst is of immense importance, if successful transfer and scale-up from a research laboratory to an industrial environment is to be realised.

An example of a catalytic system which has undergone such transition, is the that used for acetylene hydrochlorination [49-51]. Details of the catalytic system can be found in the preceding references, but briefly, low levels of gold are dispersed on the surface of carbon extrudes giving an egg-shell type appearance as illustrated in Figure 6(a). The dispersion and
speciation of the gold is critical to the activity of the catalyst and controlled preparation of the catalysts is vital in achieving this [50, 52].

Figure 6 shows the results obtained from a catalyst pellet acquired using a micro-focused x-ray probe, combined with rapid stages movements as discussed earlier. Here a carbon extrudate (seen in figure 6(b)) was taken from a catalyst batch exhibiting minimal activity and imaged. Conventional XPS spectroscopic analysis, had already revealed widely differing gold concentrations in a linescan type analysis across the extrudate, with imaging XPS employed to ascertain gold content and dispersion over a much larger area (ca. 3 mm²) than spot analysis may achieve. As shown in figure 6(c) and (d), a region of high gold nucleation was found, with both Au(0) and Au(III) species; the latter whilst associated with catalytic activity via a Au(I)-Au(III) redox couple [51, 52], the poor dispersion is clearly the reason for the minimal activity observed.

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the egg-shell type catalyst, (b) optical image of the carbon extrude with the analysed area highlighted, (c) Au(4f) and (d) Cl(2p) processed 3x3 mm² ‘snapmap’ images, with fitted core-level spectra reconstructed from pixel spectra.

It should be appreciated, that the resolution limits of modern spectrometers are a few microns and therefore too coarse to image atomic details. However, the chemical gradients in cross-sections of catalytic monoliths or differences between catalyst pellets are well within this range to make such imaging analysis viable and routine for such systems.
4. Applications to Carbon Based Technologies

Since the exfoliation of graphene was first reported in 2004, [53] graphene and related materials have attracted a great deal of interest, with researchers exploring these materials for a range of industrial applications [54]. Depending on the application, an understanding of both the oxygen content and carbon sp$^2$ and sp$^3$ content is critical in a detailed knowledge of the systems, which is not easily obtained through the analysis of sometimes complex C(1s) core level spectra [55-57].

For analysis of carbon materials, imaging XPS has already been applied by researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), where the analysis of conductive carbon within an epoxy matrix, has been studied and mapped through utilisation of differential charging of the two different components [58].

To further map such carbon variances, Barlow and co-workers derived the so-called Multivariate Auger Feature Imaging (MAFI) method for differentiating between sp$^2$ and sp$^3$ carbon, through imaging the x-ray induced C(KLL) auger feature [59, 60], which itself is derived from the work of Lascovich et al. [61], who derived the “D-parameter” to quantify the amount of sp$^2$ carbon present in a sample.

Figure 7 shows the results from Barlow’s D-parameter imaging of a graphitic flake immobilised on conductive carbon tape taken from [59].
Figure 7. D-Parameter Imaging result from graphite flake mounted on carbon tape. (a) optical image from the XPS camera showing the analysis area, (b) false-colour version to differentiate the graphite flake and tape, (c) computer D-Parameter image presented as a thermal map where ‘warmer’ colours reflect regions of high D-Parameter (sp²-like carbon) and ‘cooler’ colours indicating regions of low D-Parameter (sp³-like carbon). Also shown are D-Parameter image with C(KLL) spectra extracted from pixel resolutions of (d) 128 × 128 and (e) 32 × 32 pixels. [Image reproduced from Ref [59] under the Creative Commons Attribution License]

Application of the MAFI technique, clearly provides strong and unambiguous identification of areas of varying sp² content in a rapid fashion. There is clear scope for exploitation of this technique where extended graphite/graphene networks are used, such as graphene based electronics [62].

5. Correlation with Raman Spectroscopy

Correlation with other techniques which can also capture size and homogeneity, such as those mentioned herein, can provide incredibly valuable information in a complete analysis of a surface material [59, 63]. Great developments in such correlated analysis has been made by Fulghum and co-workers, who have successfully correlated imaging XPS with AFM, FTIR and confocal microscopy [20, 33, 34, 64, 65], whilst others have sought to correlate quantitative imaging XPS with electron backscatter diffraction (ESBD) for corrosion of grain boundaries [44].
In addition to those exploited by Fulgum, correlation with Raman spectroscopy is now relatively facile with instrument manufacturers now offering XPS and Raman on a single instrument as standard, and importantly with equal probe size (ca. 10 µm). Figure 8, shows the results of a combined XPS-Raman analysis for a simple system where staining was observed on a PET substrate.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** (a) C(1s) and (b) O(1s) ‘snapmap’ image spectra acquired at a 10 µm probe size, (c) corresponding Raman map acquired at 10 µm also, (d) and (e) reconstructed principle components derived from analysis of both Raman and XPS data, (f) section of the average Raman spectra from both PCA derived phases. [Data courtesy of Thermo Scientific and used with permission]

Although XPS analysis both on- and off-stain would be commonplace, the composition of the contaminant may still be elusive. However with the addition of Raman spectra and the availability of both commercial and freely available Raman spectral libraries (see for example [66]), the ability to both chemically identify and quantify each phase is more accessible and therefore opens even more avenues in industrial sectors such as pharmacy, cosmetics, geology and mineralogy.

Such analysis can be extended for the analysis of carbon materials (see section 4), where the ability to correlate for example MAFI analysis with D/G-Raman band intensities would be of high value to those involved in the manufacture of carbon material in correlating surface chemistry with graphene layer thickness and properties [67].
Comparison with Other Surface Imaging Techniques

It would be unwise not to compare imaging XPS to other analytical techniques. Many will already be familiar with other surface imaging tools, with perhaps the most commonly thought of being probe microscopies, such as AFM or STM [68-70]; although these are clearly nanoscale imaging techniques (where as imaging XPS is on the micron scale), the general lack of chemical speciation for the topographical surface features limits usefulness without other techniques for chemical identification [68, 69]. Imaging XPS typically has a resolution of down to ca. 10 µm for systems employing a rastered beam, whereas parallel imaging systems can have resolutions of 1 µm under optimal conditions (typically <5 µm). Whilst these are orders of magnitude higher than that afforded by the probe microscopies, the ever-critical chemical speciation is present.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), ToF-SIMS, Infra-Red (IR) and Raman are all capable of imaging surfaces; see for example applications in refs [71-74]. Whilst AES has unrivalled resolution (<10 nm) with an information depth comparable to that of XPS, application to insulting systems is difficult [74]. Raman spectroscopy is essentially a bulk technique typically probing a few microns of the surface, whilst the spatial resolution of IR spectroscopy for mid-IR wavelengths is limited to somewhere between 3 and 30 µm due to diffraction limitations, although developments are being made to overcome these [75, 76]. Equally, whilst the ability of ToF-SIMS to probe the first few nanometers (ca. 1 – 5 nm) of a surface with <100 nm resolution is exceptional, the data is typically semi-quantitative at best.

XPS imaging, despite its resolution limitations, has great applicability to a wider range of surface analytical problems.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The applicability and strength of XPS imaging has been demonstrated using a range of samples from diverse industrial sectors.

In contrast to the conventionally held belief of imaging XPS, acquisition speeds, even for the most complex of systems, are today in line with those required for multiple small-spot spectroscopy analysis with good signal-to-noise ratio, but with potentially far greater information obtainable from PCA analysis of the image data.

The future of XPS imaging is promising, with manufacturers undoubtedly wishing and actively trying to push the boundaries of sensitivity and spatial resolution through improvements in lens and analyser design. Such development will undoubtedly be strengthened by both the current and future XPS user base wishing to maximise the available information from their samples and, as quantitative imaging and associated multivariate analysis becomes more prevalent, the application of standard XPS data analytical routines, such as curve fitting, could be routinely applied to image data.

The depth distribution of elements and nano-structure quantification from photoemission spectra is already well established [77] and recently progress has been made in the extension
of these data analysis techniques to image data [8, 78-80]; coupled with the increasing
demand for analysis of nano-structures, this is likely to continue. With the development of
more commonplace higher energy photon sources, such as monochromatic Ag Lα and Cr Kα,
the ability to image layered structures may be possible due to the increased information
depth.

Combining multiple analysis techniques, especially those capable of imaging on a single
analytical system, such as XPS and Raman, will undoubtedly bring the application of imaging
XPS to the forefront in many sectors. Such combinations can readily be designed so that the
probe sizes of each analytical technique are coincident and of comparable size, allowing for
efficient superimposition of spatially equivalent spectral and image datasets.
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